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Abstract It has been evident that the faster, more accurate, and more comprehensive testing can help
policymakers assess the real impact of COVID-19 and help them with when and how strict the mitigation
policies should be. Nevertheless, the exact number of infected ones could not be measured due to the
lack of comprehensive testing. In this paper, first of all, we will investigate the relation of transmission
of COVID-19 with age by observing timed data in multiple countries. Then, we compare the COVID-19
CFR with the age-demography data. and as a result, we have proposed a method for estimating a lower
bound for the number of positive cases by using the reported data on the oldest age group and the regions’
population age-distributions. The proposed estimation method improved the expected similarity between
the age-distribution of positive cases and regions’ populations. Thus, using the publicly accessible data for
several developed countries, we show how the improvement of testing over the course of several months
has made it clear for the community that different age groups are equally prone to becoming COVID
positive. The result shows that the age demography of COVID-19 gets similar to the age-demography of
the population, together with the reduction of CFR over time. In addition, countries with less CFR have
more similar COVID-19’s age-distribution, which is caused by more comprehensive testing, than ones
who have higher CFR. This leads us to a better estimation for positive cases in different testing strategies.
Having knowledge of this fact helps policymakers enforce more effective policies for controlling the spread
of the virus.

Keywords COVID-19 · Age demography · CFR

1 Introduction

Correct evaluation of the number of confirmed cases during a pandemic is so important in order to make
non-pharmaceutical interventions (NPIs). Many policies such as restricting population, travel restriction,
and closing schools had benefits of controlling the transmission of the COVID-19 [1–3], but they also had
real impacts on social activities. The absence of policies had also caused “exponential growth rates of
approximately 38% per day” [4]. Although the policies would have different impacts on different countries
in many cases, this shows the importance of NPIs. The most influential key factor in making policies
could be the number of infected cases in that region. So the more accuracy in such evaluations could be
mandatory. But the evaluation of such quantities always had errors. Many reasons could cause these errors,
such as no symptoms transmitters, limitation in tests and etc.

The performance of any quantitative analysis focused on CFR evaluations is also influenced by our
understanding of the mechanisms, by which the virus spreads. Ongoing research by the community has
shed light on the reality of such mechanisms. For example, it is now evident that respiratory, contact, and
aerosol transmission are the main mechanisms by which the virus spreads [5,6]. Accordingly, countries that
were heavily impacted by COVID-19 were forced to put in place various mitigation policies. Also, it has
been shown that initial viral load is important for more effective transmission of the disease [5,7]. However,
there is little known about whether people of different ages have different susceptibility to the infection [8].
Given a higher mortality rate for older cases, in one study, Li et al. [5] showed that more than 50% of early
Patients with COVID-19 in Wuhan were more than 60 years old. However, the under-representation of
younger people was suspected to be attributed to the fact that some of the young infected people were
asymptomatic [6, 9, 10]. Therefore, in the absence of a true picture of the disease behavior, data scientists
are instead urged to practice more realistic assumptions when evaluating positive cases and following that
the CFR.

Herein, first, we compared the relationship between some countries’ population demography with
COVID-19’s population demography in the respective country, over time. This shows us how this rela-
tionship changes over time. Then, we attempt to show how a demographical comparison of COVID-19
confirmed cases and populations of different regions/countries can shed light on estimated CFR discrep-
ancies for different regions. Also, to improve the estimation of the number of positive cases, the data
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on the oldest age group, namely >80-year-olds, are used to calculate an infected population ratio. This
infected population ratio will then be used to estimate the number of positive cases in other age groups. In
accomplishing so, the following assumptions are made: (1) In estimating the number of positive cases, the
level of infection is not taken into consideration; (2) As a result of section 3.1, susceptibility to catching the
virus is not age-dependent; (3) On average, >80-year-old cases have less number of social contacts than
younger population [11]; and (4) >80-year-old cases are more symptomatic and with a higher probability
correctly identified. Because of our last two assumptions, our analysis provides only lower bound estimates
to the positive number of cases.

2 Materials and Methods

The data for the number of confirmed cases or deaths were taken from [12]. Also, the age-stratified data
for confirmed cases were obtained from [13–18], and geographical regions’ populations’ data, available
in [19]. To improve the estimation of the total number of COVID-19 confirmed cases, the following
assumptions were made: (1) In estimating the number of positive cases, the level of infection is not taken
into consideration; (2) Susceptibility to infection, due to contact with a positive case, is independent of age
(it could be derived from 3.1 ); and (3) On average, >80-year-old cases have less number of social contacts
than younger population [11]; (4) Data on the >80 age group more accurately reflects the demography
of COVID-19 because the fraction of symptomatic cases overall positive cases is highest in this group;
Using the data for >80-year-old cases, more accurate lower-bound estimates of positive cases were made
for different regions, namely Spain, Italy, Germany, and South Korea. The age-distributions of estimated
positive cases and confirmed cases, in regions with high and low CFRs, were compared against each other
and the population’s age-distribution, for South Korea, Germany, Italy, and Spain.

In this study, first, we normalized the age-distribution of COVID-19 and population (divided by the
sum) and then we use L1 norm to calculate the Differences between COVID-19’s and Population’s age-
distribution (DCP). Let vector P = (p0, . . . , pn) as population age-distribution, and C = (c0, . . . , cn) as
COVID-19 age-distribution. The L1 distance calculated as follows:

DCP = |P − C|L1
=

n∑
i=0

|pi − ci|

3 Results and Discussion

In this article, first, we will demonstrate the relation of COVID-19’s age-distribution with respective
countries’ age-distribution of populations over time. Further, this work addresses the inconsistencies
observed in COVID-19 CFR reported in different geographical regions.

3.1 Timed reports

In this section, we are going to compare the DCP of three hotspot countries, the US, Italy, and England, over
time. The value of DCP here represents the difference of all population age-distribution with COVID-19’s
age-distribution. As it could be observed, in all these countries the value of DCP reduces over time in
all of these countries. The daily tests per thousand people in the US increases from <0.01 on March 8 to
2.54 on August 31, this shows that the more comprehensive testing results in more similarities between
population age-distribution and COVID-19 age-distribution. In fig. 1 the age-distribution of COVID-19 and
population and its similarity could be observed, the calculated values for the US also could be observed
in table 1. The same trend for the value of DCP could be observed for Italy. The last column of Table 2
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shows the daily COVID-19 cases of Italy in the collection date. These values together with the drawn plot
in Figure 4b, shows that less symptomatic people tested more during the time. The figure 4b shows the
trend of changing COVID-19’s age-distribution. As it could be observed, and calculated, the COVID-19’s
age-distribution in Figure 2h is obviously more similar to population’s age-distribution than 2a, and the
trend is monotonic. Similar analysis could be done for weekly reports of England for more exact analysis.
By calculation of the DCP per week of England, it could be observed that the trend of the value of DCP is
descending over time (see table 3). The plot for comparing COVID-19’s age-distribution and population’s
age-distribution is depicted in Figure 3. The data provided by England’s national health institution is in the
smaller time-frame, so the similarity of COVID-19 and population of age over time could be observed
more easily.

As it expected, countries get prepared for COVID-19 and ran some strategies to both stops the spread
and track more accurately the positive cases (i.e. “COVID Tracking Project” in the US), over time. Because,
in the COVID-19’s cases, it is known that, positive cases with no or mild symptoms would also transmit
the virus. So, testing and detecting such cases in most of the countries got more and more important over
time. In addition, in many countries, in the first days of the outbreak, the number of available tests were
not enough, so, it was preferred that to test people with more symptoms. As it is known today, older cases
have a higher chance of severity [20], so the age-distribution of COVID-19 left-skewed in the first days
of outbreak. After overcoming these problems, and over time, the skewness of the age-distribution gets
reduced. This could lead us to mention that the age would not impact transmission, but the patient would
be more symptomatic in older ones.

Table 1 Calculated value of DCP for 4 different months and the relation of this value with testing in the US

Country Collection Date DCP Test Per 1000
The US May 0.32 0.79
The US June 0.23 1.44
The US July 0.16 2.26
The US Aug 0.14 2.54

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 1 The juxtaposition of age-distribution of confirmed cases, and the US’s population for (a) May (b) June (c) July and (d) August.
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Table 2 Calculated value of DCP and confirmed cases for 8 different months in Italy

Country Collection Date DCP Daily cases
Italy March 31 0.58 4053
Italy 26 Apr 0.53 2325
Italy 26 May 0.51 397
Italy 30 June 0.499 142
Italy 28 July 0.483 181
Italy 25 Aug 0.436 876
Italy 22 Sep 0.34 1392
Italy 13 Oct 0.27 5901

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Fig. 2 The juxtaposition of age-distribution of confirmed cases, and Italy’s population for (a) March (b) April (c) May (d) June (e)
July (f) August (g) September and (h) October.

3.2 Lower bound estimation of positive cases

Establishing high-level health care policies (i.e. quarantine) rely on an accurate estimation of infected cases.
Respiratory, contact, and aerosol transmission are the main known mechanisms by which the virus spreads.
It has also been shown that the susceptibility to the infection depends mainly on viral load and exposure
to an infected person [5, 7]. Therefore, and following section 3.1, the age-distribution of infected cases is
expected to be similar in shape to that of the region’s population. However, we observe that, in regions
with relatively higher CFR, the age-distribution of infected is skewed towards the older ages (Figure 4b,4a).
Further, the observed differences between CFR of regions with similar population’s age-distributions are
beyond differences in health care quality and other such contributing factors.
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Table 3 Calculated value of DCP and confirmed cases for 27 different months in England

Country Collection Date Confirmed Cases (CC) DCP
England Week 13+ 25133 0.7212
England Week 14 50912 0.6918
England Week 15 77422 0.6299
England Week 16 104265 0.5805
England Week 17 131586 0.5471
England Week 18 157540 0.5248
England Week 19 176317 0.5106
England Week 20 192790 0.4966
England Week 21 206427 0.4874
England Week 22 215763 0.4815
England Week 23 223165 0.4762
England Week 24 229637 0.4688
England Week 25 235373 0.4617
England Week 26 239763 0.4552
England Week 27 243539 0.4492
England Week 28 247361 0.4429
England Week 29 251452 0.4351
England Week 30 256074 0.4267
England Week 31 261095 0.4176
England Week 32 266919 0.4075
England Week 33 273589 0.3943
England Week 34 280330 0.3813
England Week 35 288277 0.3671
England Week 36 303489 0.3462
England Week 37 322517 0.3235
England Week 38 348347 0.3032
England Week 39 377732 0.2816
+ The data of “Pillar 2” started to report from week 13th, so we started by week 13

We hypothesize that these inconsistencies are related to how these testings are conducted and that the
infection in older age groups is more symptomatic and thus more detectable. Although the asymptomatic
positive cases, more prevalent among younger age groups, may go unnoticed, they equally contribute to the
spread of the virus in society.

To address the aforementioned inconsistencies, the data on the oldest age group (i.e. >80-year-old
group) are considered. Assuming that due to the severity of symptoms, all of the positive cases in this
age group are identifiable, the ratio of positive cases over the entire population for this age group was
calculated. Next, the calculated ratio was applied to the populations of other age groups to estimate a lower
number for the number of positive cases for them. The reason that the obtained estimation is a lower bound
of positive cases is two-fold:

1. The method assumes that all of the infected cases in the >80 age group are correctly identified, which
is not necessarily the case; and

2. The members of the >80 age group, in reality, have fewer social contacts than other age groups. Thus,
they have less chance of exposure to the virus than the younger population.
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Lower bound estimation results are summarized in Table 4 for different regions. It is observed from the
table that the ratio of the lower bound estimate of the positive case to the confirmed cases, for the two
countries that have lower CFRs, namely South Korea and Germany, is very close to 1.0. This is while this
ratio is much greater than 1.0, for the two countries that have higher CFRs, namely Italy and Spain. Further,
Fig. 4 juxtaposes the age-distribution of the resulting lower bound estimate with that of the confirmed
cases and region’s population for Italy, South Korea, Germany, and Spain. Interestingly, South Korea and
Germany, which have lower CFRs, show more similarity between the age-distributions of estimated positive
cases and population. On the other hand, in Italy and Spain with higher CFRs, the discrepancy between the
two distributions is more strongly pronounced.

Table 4 The juxtaposition of the age-distribution of the resulting lower bound estimation with that of the confirmed cases and region’s
population for 4 different countries

Country Collection Date Confirmed
Cases (CC)

Lower Bound
Estimate (LBE)

LBE/CC-DCP CFR%+ Median Age [21]

Italy March 31 94,088 237,086 2.52-0.58 ∼14.2 46.5
Spain April 13 119,994 360,988 3.01-0.56 ∼12.2 43.9

South Korea April 15 10,591 13,203 1.25-0.33 ∼2.1 43.2
Germany April 15 126,937 145,171 1.14-0.32 ∼2.6 47.8

+ Calculated with regression method [22]

4 Conclusion

In this work, first, we compared the age-distribution of COVID-10 and the population of some countries.
This leads us to find more similarities between these two distributions over time. Then, we have proposed a
method for estimating a lower bound for the number of positive cases by using the reported data on the
oldest age group and the regions’ population age-distributions. The proposed estimation method improved
the expected similarity between the age-distribution of positive cases and the region’s population. Moreover,
it was observed that regions with higher CFR show more discrepancy between the age-distribution of
confirmed cases and the region’s population. This discrepancy was quantified by calculating the error of
confirmed cases against our estimated lower bound.

This leads us to find a more accurate estimation of COVID-19 cases. This can help policymakers
assess how the country/community is doing in regard to COVID-19 and when and how strict the mitigation
policies should be. In this paper, using the publicly accessible data for several developed countries, we show
how the improvement of testing over the course of several months has made it clear for the community that
different age groups are equally prone to becoming COVID positive. Having knowledge of this fact helps
policymakers enforce more effective policies for controlling the spread of the virus.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

(f) (g) (h) (i) (j)

(k) (l) (m) (n) (o)

(p) (q) (r) (s) (t)

(u) (v) (w) (x) (y)

Fig. 3 The juxtaposition of age-distribution of confirmed cases, and England’s population, for Weeks 15 to 39.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 4 The juxtaposition of age-distribution of confirmed case, region’s population and estimated positive cases for (a) Spain (b) Italy
(c) South Korea and (d) Germany.
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